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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with articulatory compensation and the quantal nature
of speech. The acoustic theory of vowel articulation formulated by
Ungeheuer in 1962 implicitly accounts for properties emerging from
the quantal nature of speech as formulated later in 1972 by Stevens.
Ungeheuer's theory may be regarded as a fundamental model which
explains the basic mechanism underlying the relation between area
functions and formant frequencies. In 1970, Vieregge showed that
Ungeheuer's theory could be applied to the articulation of plosives,
especially to phenomena like transitions and loci. He concluded that
small changes in the articulatory domain could cause tremendous
changes in the acoustic domain (one essential point in quantal theory).
He asserted that there are regions in the vocal tract which are more
sensitive to changes in articulation than others. An attempt is made to
give explanations for the occurence of quantal phenomena such as
plateaus, discontinuities and proximity of formants.

1. INTRODUCTION
Stevens [9] gave an outline of his quantal theory which was first
published in 1972. In a theme issue of the Journal of Phonetics [7] the
quantal nature of speech is discussed and criticized by more than 15
scholars. Phenomena such as plateaus, proximity of formants, and
non-monotonic behaviour of the relation between articulatory and
acoustic parameters were discussed. In this paper, first, I will try to
give an explanation for the occurence of quantal phenomena by means
of Ungeheuer s acoustic theory of vowel articulation [10]. Second,
results by Vieregge [11] will be reported upon. More precisely, using
Ungeheuer s [10] and Vieregge s [11] results I attempt to make
Ladefoged s and Lindau s ([3], p. 100) "...first step, checking whether
a more realistic model of the articulatory system will produce the
required quantal relationship."

2. VOWEL ARTICULATION AS EIGENVALUE-PRO-
BLEM

Ungeheuer [10] used Webster's horn equation (partial homogeneous
differential equation of the 2nd order) to simulate the relation between
articulatory (cross sectional area functions) and acoustic parameters
(formant frequencies):

where p(z) = sound pressure which is dependent only on the axial
dimension z of the (ideally hard walled) vocal tract and σ(z) = cross
sectional area function. By means of the eigenvalues

the formant frequencies Fn [n = 1,2,...,N] can be calculated (c = sound
velocity in [cm sec-1]). Ungeheuer showed experimentally ([10], pp.
56-69) that Webster's horn equation is empirically valid: He
calculated (by means of Webster's horn equation) and measured the
formant frequencies of some well-defined vocal tract models made of
gypsum. For the models the eigenvalues were calculated, integrating
Webster's equation by means of a mechanical device. In addition, the
frequency responses of the models were measured and the first three
maximum values were determined. These were the formant
frequencies of the model tubes. The relative error between the
measured and calculated formant frequencies was in general
essentially smaller than the difference limen for formant frequencies.
To our knowledge Meyer-Eppler and Ungeheuer were the first ones
to recognize that the acoustic articulation of vowels could be identified
with an eigenvalue-problem [5].

3. PERTURBATION ANALYSIS VERSUS NUMERICAL
SOLUTION OF WEBSTER   S HORN EQUATION

For complex area functions, such as those generating vowels,
Ungeheuer [10] used perturbation analysis to estimate the formant
frequencies of the vocal tract. However, perturbation analysis has one
shortcoming: only small perturbations are allowed to be calculated.
According to our lights there is still one need in the English literature,
i.e. to show explicitly that in perturbation analysis applied to the
problem discussed here, large perturbations may also be used ([6], p.
26) which Ungeheuer ([10], pp. 105-106) could show. Vieregge [11]
has solved the eigenvalue-problem numerically which does not have
the shortcoming of perturbation analysis.

4. ARTICULATORY COMPENSATION
I will try to show that compensatory-articulatory effects [1] can be
achieved by careful control of vocal tract shape changes and that -
following Ungeheuer - at least two linguistically relevant kinds of
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articulatory compensations can be distinguished which may influence
each other when they occur simultaneously. I will argue that this basic
compensatory mechanism is responsible for the occurrence of quantal
phenomena. Due to lack of room, here, I will demonstrate the
compensation mechanism for F1 only, pointing to the fact that mutatis
mutandis F2 and F3 are affected by this mechanism too. For ∆F1(�∆F
= formant frequency values deviating from those belonging to σo =
constant cross sectional area function) one important kind of
articulatory compensation is given by the approximation ([10], pp.
89-95):

where ∆λ1 is the change in eigenvalue by which ∆F1 is calculated (see
equation 2). ∆V1 and ∆V2 represent the deviating volumes (from Vo
= constant volume belonging to σo) of the vocal tract within the
intervals 0�z�L/2 and L/2�z�L, respectively (L = length of the vocal
tract). The volumes are calculated by integrating the function ∆σ(z) (=
perturbation term which stands for the deviation of the cross sectional
area function σ(z) from σo; ∆σ(z) corresponds with ∆λ and ∆F,
respectively) within the afore mentioned intervals.

Figure 1.
a. Cross sectional area functions (1 up to 3) within the interval

0�z�L/2, having identical area values and producing the same first
formant frequency.

b. As under a., but within the interval L/2� z� L.

Equation (3) is an approximation of ∆λ1. However, the acoustic
deviation emerging from an exact calculation of the eigenvalue is - as
shown by Ungeheuer ([10], p.50) - linguistically irrelevant, i.e. the
deviation does not contibute to different vowel perception. It is

important to note that in formula (3) the sign of ∆λ1 and thereby the
sign of ∆F1 is determined by the difference [∆V1-∆V2]. This means
that within the first and second half of the vocal tract any arbitrary
shape with equal but opposite volume changes will produce first
formant frequencies which do not give rise to different vowel
perception. This is one kind of articulatory compensation which is
fundamentally important for vowel articulation and which leads to
real plateaus. It allows to move articulators towards targets without
noticeably affecting the produced sound.

Figure 1a shows three different cross sectional area functions (1
to 3) which are varied within the interval 0�z�L/2, all having the
same area values resulting in the same volume of the first half and
therefore producing the !same  first formant frequency. In Figure 1b
the same conditions hold as under 1a, except for the interval which
here is L/2�z�L. Another important observation can be made from
equation (3) in combination with Figure 1: Following Ungeheuer
([10], p. 90) the sign (direction) of ∆F1 is the same as the sign of the
square bracket in equation (3). Thus, for the six area functions in 1a
and 1b +∆F1 results. That is to say: variations of the cross sectional
area function which have identical area values and thus leave the
volumes unchanged within the two given intervals, produce the same
first formant frequency +∆F1. This can be reached by increasing the
area function within the first interval (0�z�L/2) or by diminishing it
within the second interval (L/2�z�L).

Furthermore, varying the cross sectional area function within the
first and second half results in another kind of compensatory
articulation. This can be arrived at by combining variations of the area
functions within the first and second half of the vocal tract
simultaneously. We will see that typical combinations will lead to
three different effects upon ∆F1 (and upon ∆F2 and ∆F3 also, which
cannot be demonstrated here): total compensation, reinforcement,
and diminuition .

Total articulatory compensation will result when area functions
with identical area values and the same sign are combined
simultaneously within the first and second half of the vocal tract (for
instance function 1,2, or 3 in figure 1a is inserted into the second half
of the vocal tract). The +∆F1-effect caused by the function within the
first half is compensated totally (that is to say cancelled) by the
-∆F1-effect of the function within the second half. In other words, the
first and the second half of the vocal tract counteract, i.e. variations
within one half of the area function have opposite effects on ∆F1
within the other one, provided the corresponding volume changes are
identical. In real-life situations such area functions generate real
plateaus, i.e. strong quantal effects are present.

The effects upon �∆F1 can be reinforced by combining area
functions within the first and second half of the vocal tract which
generate both +∆F1 or -∆F1 variations separately. Examples are
shown in Figure 1a,b (+∆F1  reinforcement: function 1,2, or 3 of
figure 1a is added to function 1,2, or 3 of figure 1b; the same holds the
other way round). In real-life situations such area functions may
generate different graduations of quantal effects.
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Diminishing effects upon �∆F1 will occur when area functions
within the first and second half of the vocal tract with different area
values are combined. If either function has a larger volume change
than the other with which it is combined, diminishing �∆F1 effects
will result. In real-life situations such area functions generate quasi
plateaus as I have called them, i.e. weak quantal effects are present.

The behaviour of ∆F1 is due to the anti-symmetrical
mechanism between the first and second half of the vocal tract.
Similar behaviour exists for ∆F2 and ∆F3, be it that the regions of the
vocal tract which must show (anti-)symmetry are different. The
important intervals within which the described processes may occur
are different for ∆F1, ∆F2, and ∆F3 and are defined as follows: ∆F1:
0�z�L/2; L/2�z�L. ∆F2: 0�z�L/6; L/6�z�L/2; L/2�z�5L/6;
5L/6�z�L. ∆F3: 0�z�L/10; L/10�z�3L/10; 3L/10�z�L/2;
L/2�z�7L/10; 7L/10�z�9L/10; 9L/10�z�L. In 1988 Mrayati et al.
[6] presented a speech production theory which corroborates the main
findings of Ungeheuer s vowel articulation theory. Instead of solving
the vocal tract eigenvalue problem the authors used perturbation
theory resulting in !sensitivity functions  [2] from which the same
regions and boundaries as those emerging from Ungeheuer s theory
were deduced ([6], pp 161-165).

In conclusion, for F1-(and F2- and F3-)behaviour the importance
of the volumetric symmetry of the first and second half of the vocal
tract must be emphasized. This image-symmetrical relation between
these two halves of the vocal tract can have an antagonistic
character, i.e. moving patterns of the area function within one of the
halves may be counteracted (or cancelled) by the other half of the
vocal tract. This symmetrical relation is one of the most important
regularities of the vocal tract resulting in strong, reinforcing, and
diminishing quantal effects.

5. EXTENDING UNGEHEUER   S THEORY TO
CONSONANT ARTICULATION

Vieregge [11] has applied Ungeheuer's vowel theory to the articulation
of plosives. The aim of the investigation was to explore the influence
of moving vocal tract shapes on the formant transitions of plosives.
Particularly, the following articulatory parameters of plosives were
investigated: 1. labial closures inserted into an cross sectional area
function, 2. different developments of labial closures, 3. fixed closures
at different positions within the vocal tract, 4. different development
states (variable size) of closures (all those at ten differing positions
within the vocal tract). To reach the goal articulatory 'linear
pseudo-time courses' ('lineare Pseudozeitverläufe') of area functions
were generated and F1, F2, and F3 were calculated by solving
Webster's horn equation numerically. Pseudo-time courses are area
functions sampled in pseudo-time with the corresponding formant
tracks. Figure 2 shows a typical example: Ten area functions are
plotted above which are assumed to succeed one another in time (time
units are arbitrary and artificial, therefore the term 'pseudo-time course'
was introduced).

Figure 2. Pseudo-time courses with corresponding formant
frequency tracks (from Vieregge [11], p.63, plot 12).

The first area function is marked with '1'. The corresponding formant
frequencies (from bottom to top: F1, F2, F3) are plottedbelow against
the pseudo-timet T. The dots indicate the calculated frequency values:

the first area function produces the frequency values at T = 1, the
second at T = 2 etc. The frequency values in between are interpolated.
In this way a 'spectogram-like' representation of the formant
frequencies corresponding with the 'pseudo-courses' was obtained.

From the data of Vieregge s investigation the first essential point
of quantal theory emerged as follows: “This means that relative small
changes in the articulatory domain result in relative large changes in
the acoustic domain" ([11], p. 41). The second essential point was
given by examples of total articulatory compensation of F1, F2, and
F3. Vieregge s investigation corroborates explicitly Ungeheuer's
results which were outlined above briefly. The general results can be
summarized as follows:
1. A labial closure inserted into an area function within the interval
0�z�L/10 results in a decrease in the first three formant frequencies
of the same area function without that closure.
2. The development of a labial closure at the position z = 0 (mouth
opening) causes relatively large discontinuities (shifts) of the 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd formant tracks. In general, these shifts appear just before the
closure is realized (at T = 9). This fact, as an example, substantiates
the essential statement of quantal theory: relatively small changes in
the articulatory domain result in relatively large changes in the
acoustic domain and vice versa.
3. Fixed closures at different positions within the vocal tract
reveal that there are also other sensitive positions than labial ones at
which the formant tracks show discontinuous changes. Crossing these
positions (i.e. changing the volume of the vocal tract before or after
such points) results in changing the direction of the formant shifts.
With respect to the regions in between these positions Vieregge ([11],
p. 52) stated: "Along the z-coordinate of the vocal tract there exist
ranges within which a change in the articulatory domain may be
localized at any position you like without changing the acoustic
characteristics in a way which is relevant from a linguistic point of
view". The cited passage presents the definition of a plateau or
quasiplateau.
4. Different development states (variable size) of closures at
differing locations within the vocal tract produce the same
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discontinuities at the sensitive positions as sub 2. However, the degree
of the discontinuity strength depends on the degree of closure
development states.

6. DISCUSSION
In the following we will discuss how the essential characteristics of
quantal theory, i.e. real and quasi plateaus, discontinuities, and
proximity of formants can be explained in terms of vocal tract
changes. Thus, this paragraph may be regarded as an extrapolation of
Ungeheuer s [10] and Vieregge s [11] results to the quantal
phenomena emerging from Stevens  theory.

6.1. Plateaus
Plateaus [9] are defined by those articulatory changes within certain
ranges of the vocal tract for which there is no or nearly no change in
the formant frequency track. These ranges are, first, determined by the
specific intervals (along the z-coordinate; as given above) for the
particular formants and, second, determined by the volume of that
specific part of the vocal tract. The form of the area function, i.e. the
exact shape of the volume, within the range only has linguistically
irrelevant effects on the formant frequencies, i.e. effects which do not
contibute to different vowel perception. Thirdly, plateaus may be the
result of the anti-symmetrical relation (total compensation) between
the first and second half of the vocal tract. Fourthly, combinations of
those 3 possibilities just mentioned may occur in a rather complex way
when articulating. Quasi plateaus occur when there are very small falls
or rises of a formant. It is hypothesized that compensatory adjustment
to context occurring across languages in very different ways would not
be possible without such quantal behaviour [4].

6.2. Discontinuities
Sudden changes in the formant frequencies which are due to specific
articulatory behaviour are called discontinuities by Stevens [9]. With
respect to quantal theory discontinuities can be defined as quantum
jumps (relatively large formant shifts). These usually occur when a
closure is formed at specific points in the vocal tract. The positions can
be derived from Ungeheuer s theory and coincide with the afore
mentioned interval boundaries. These boundaries can be identified
with the mouth opening (z = 0), with dental closure (z = L/6), with
velar closure (z = 3L/10; z = L/2), with pharyngeal closures and
constrictions (z = 5L/6; 7L/10; 9L/10), and with the glottal opening
(z = L). However, these quantum jumps can be reinforced or
diminished by the symmetrical relation between the first and second
half of the vocal tract. That is to say, when discontinuities are present
they may be either reinforced or diminished.
6.3. Proximity of formants
Stevens' proximity of formants as one manifestation of how quantal
phenomena emerge must be interpreted as cases where the interval
boundaries of F1, F2 and F3 are affected simultaneously by changes

of the area function. Mostly, this happens in the neighbourhood of the
important boundaries z = 0, z = L/2, or z = L, because these are the
boundaries which may affect F1, F2 and F3 simultaneously. It can be
put otherwise by stating that F1, F2 and F3 have these boundaries in
common. For instance, the proximity of F2 and F3 occuring when a
velar closure is present ([9], p. 18, Figure 14) and the proximity of F1
and F2 coming about with a pharyngeal constriction ([9], p. 18, Figure
15) can be explained by the given facts.
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